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TRUSTED FRIEND
Grounded in a genuine sense of self

Sees strength in difference

Acts with kindness and compassion

Grounded in Authenticity, Pike Graduates see strength in difference and

work to foster healthy relationships throughout their lives. Steadfast,

generous in spirit, and true to their whole selves, they enrich communities

as agents of kindness and compassion.

CURIOUS LEARNER
Creates playfully and purposefully 

Makes meaning even as they make mistakes

Transforms curiosity into understanding

With Intellectual Ambition at the heart of all learning endeavors, Pike

Graduates create playfully and purposefully. They make meaning even

as they make mistakes, synthesizing core knowledge with intrinsic

wonder, resulting in deep understanding.

OPTIMISTIC INNOVATOR
Imagines possibilities and takes bold risks

Perseveres through challenges

Embraces creative problem-solving

Determined and confident, Pike Graduates embrace productive struggle

and take bold risks, persevering in the face of uncertainty. Inspired by

possibility, they are both inquisitive and reflective, creating solutions to

new and existing problems.

PORTRAIT OF A PIKE GRADUATE



AGILE COLLABORATOR
Fosters connections

Listens openly and actively 

Knows when to step up and when to step back

Pike Graduates are dynamic thinkers who generate opportunities to build

relationships and bridge ideas, knowing that the whole is greater than the

sum of its parts. They listen with an open heart, engage with intention,

and discern when to step up and step back, whether in a partnership,

classroom, or company.

COURAGEOUS ADVOCATE
Centers integrity in decision-making

Lives Non Sibi Solum, not for oneself alone

Turns empathy into action

Centering decisions in Social Good, Pike Graduates embody integrity as

they navigate an increasingly complex world. Reflecting Pike’s motto,

Non Sibi Solum, they communicate with purpose and conviction, turn

empathy into action, and impact the greater community. 


